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About This Content

Revisit stunning Switzerland with the RhB Enhancement Pack 03, which features the classic and complex ABe 4/4 III railcar.

The ABe 4/4 III was built in the late 1980s to help meet demands on the Bernina Railway. This line, which climbs through the
Alps, sees some of the steepest gradients that conventional railways can handle, and is electrified at 1000V DC in order to assist

in reliable dynamic braking downhill. This unique electrification means rolling stock, such as the ABe 4/4 III, is built
exclusively for the line.

Unlike most other traction in Train Simulator, the ABe 4/4 III is neither a locomotive nor a multiple unit, but a combination of
the two. It can operate independently with its own 1st and 2nd class seating capacity. However it is more commonly seen

operating in multiple, hauling rolling stock over the Bernina Pass on services including the Bernina Express.

With the RhB Enhancement Pack 03, the ABe 4/4 III includes all six railcars in standard red RhB livery (numbered 51 to 56),
each with their own body side crests. In addition two promotional liveries are also included, vehicle 51 promoting the Unesco
World Heritage status of the Albula and Bernina lines, and vehicle 52 celebrating the centenary of the Bernina Line. Features

range from dynamic pantographs, detailed passenger views with random window animation and animated passenger doors,
speed set and traction motor blower control, opening cabin windows and much more.

To complement the ABe 4/4 III, the RhB Enhancement Pack 03 also features ten different officially licensed Coop swap body
Lb-v wagons for authentic Alpine operations. To bring it all together, the pack is fully quick drive compatible with the Bernina

Pass route, and a trio of varied Career scenarios are also included.

Included Scenarios

(ABe 4/4 iii 51 Unesco) BEX Summer Southbound

(ABe 4/4 iii 52 Bernina) Railcar Tutorial

(ABe 4/4 iii RhB) Winter Freight Northbound

Please Note: Bernina Pass: St. Moritz – Poschiavo Route Add-On is required, as a separate purchase, in order to play the
scenarios featured in this add-on.

More scenarios are available on the Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free
and easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it

out now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

ABe 4/4 III Railcar in red RhB livery with correct body side crests for all six units numbered 51 to 56

Officially licensed ABe 4/4 III Railcar 51 Unesco
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Officially licensed ABe 4/4 III Railcar 52 Bernina

Ten officially licensed Coop Lb-v swap body wagons

Dynamic animated pantographs

Speed select and automatic power cut-off for cabin control wheel

Manual control of locomotive fans (Blowers)

Opening cabin windows with dynamic audio levels

Animated gangway ramps during railcar coupling and uncoupling

Railcar passenger view featuring:

Six position passenger view camera

Seasonal timed operation of internal light dimming

Random window animation viewable externally and internally with "weather and time intelligence"

Animated passenger doors and compartment doors viewable externally and internally

Request stop passenger messages viewable externally and internally

Rain effects
Winter snow effects for all vehicles including dynamic snow ploughs on railcars at high altitude

3 Career scenarios for Bernina Pass: St. Moritz – Poschiavo Route Add-On

Download size: 95.7 MB
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Genre: Simulation
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Franchise:
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Minimum for 32-bit:

OS: 32-bit Windows 7 Service Pack 1, 8.1 or 10 Required (Other OS versions and types are not supported)

Processor: Intel Core-i3 4330 3.50 GHz Dual Core or AMD A8 6600K 3.90 GHz Quad Core or Better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 750 Ti or AMD Radeon R9 Graphics with 1 GB Dedicated VRAM or Better

DirectX®: 9.0c

Network: Broadband Connection (May incur additional costs for use)

Storage: 40 GB or more available space (Additional Add-Ons will require more)

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Audio Device

Additional Notes: Requires mouse and keyboard or Xbox ControllerLaptop, Notebook, Mobile or Low Power versions of the above specifications (including Intel or Integrated Graphics) may work
but are not supported. Updates to Chipset, Graphics and Audio Device Drivers may be required. For information relating to
recommended specifications for Train Simulator 64-bit, please refer to the Train Simulator 2019 User Guide.

English,German
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This is 100% biased recommendation. I have been in love with the universe Ankama created since I first played dofus. Now that
I made this clear I will focus on my experience with the video.

First of all before I could watch the video I spent hour trying to figure out how to switch to french dub. Really frustrating, so I
will just briefly explain how to do it to those who are new to this whole "movie" thing on steam like me:
-Open Library
-Select Videos above your games list. (Usually it say Installed or just Games, and you click on it to get the drop menu)
-There you will see "Ogrest" and "Ogrest - La Legende". (The 2nd one is in french)

All this was done because english dub doesn't sound right to me, and I prefer the french one.

REVIEW: The movie is short and cute giving some background to Ogrest. Even if you are not familiar with the World of
Twelve it will be a fun story. Animation is OK, although I don't know why they changed it and I do prefer the animation they
used in Wakfu series. English sub is fine, I guess since I don't speak a word of french, but it does have few typos.
I have seen some people complaining about the price and believing it should have been free, but honestly, even though it is not a
masterpiece it is only 2,99 (1,49 sale) and it is a nice way to support developers and this whole movie thing on steam.

NOTE: If you find yourself enjoying "Ogrest" and wanting more, there are two excellent seasons of Wakfu Animated Series,
and few games (Dofus, Wakfu(free on steam), and I do believe one more game for Xbox). i used to play tanks

until i got worms. Most psychodelic ride of my life. Serious epilepsy giver at one point. God help me.. It's a fun play through
text adventure. I would love to see it possibly updated with art in the future. Age ranges are a bit disquieting, but I mentally age
everyone to be older.. Great adaption of Mortal Kombat Universe. And Cyrax and Sektor are amazing.
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This is a very exellent game. This is the best hide and seek game ever. My favorite part about this game is being the shadow.
One thing I dislike it losing as the shadow.

Bugs and What I think should be in the game:
I think there should be a setting where you could censor the curse words. Also, me and my friend keep experiencing bugs in the
game. For example, we keep getting kicked from the game, every game we join, after a couple seconds we would just get
kicked. I really hope you fix this bug so me and my friend could keep playing your game. This is such an amazing game and it's
surprising how famous it is when it has been out for a month now.. From what I gather, the programmer\/creator is a child -
so only buy this tool if you want to throw a buck in support of a potential future game creator. I say 'tool', because this
isn't a game by a long shot. You are quite literally getting what you think you are getting. There isn't even a menu. It
loads up and simply asks you to do elementary addition and subtraction. I hear it even repeats the same questions.
Needless to say I won't be playing any longer. I am quite good at math, but this just feels like work. Her father
probably should have encouraged a bit more effort before actually selling this, but again, my support goes out in the
form of my dollar and this upvote.

At this point, I won't refund because I'm fine with supporting a silly little project BUT if this sort of practice becomes
a trend, you won't find me staying onboard. It's a one trick pony, of sorts. I also hope that for the small asking price,
we may get some QoL updates like a menu and some more complex math questions. It would be neat to observe the
learning arc of the young programmer over time through this game (and others).. Cinematics dialogue is a gold
+Music is well done
+Radio stations (!) are as gold as dialogue
+Yes, it has graphics

-Can't change the shoulder camera view. Very fun game, it would be nice if theres thirdperson option so you could see
ur customization
. In short: very nice lil' game.. A game truly ahead of its time, Mystery of the Druids will keep you wondering on the
mystery of a lost civilization. Suspenseful, dramatic, and full of symbolism, this is a game that will make you think
about the real world when you're done, and how to better mankind as a whole. This game changed my life, and I
recommend it to anyone who needs a great experience in a video game!. Awful start and first impressions, bounced off
this game a few times before finally sitting down to play it.
Once it gets going though it becomes clear that you are playing one of the best jrpgs ever made.
It is VERY "anime" though especially towards the end.

Pros

Characters in general are all detailed and well developed. Jusis and Laura especially.

Better world building than any jrpg I have played in the 20~ years since I played my first one (Phantasy star II)
Only games that even come close would be the Suikoden series.

Exceptionally well paced. Nothing out stays its welcome, dungeons are just the right length, story is told in bite sized
chunks so as not to overwhelm, mini games are scattered throughout enough to not become obnoxious.

Time saving measure to skip the tedium, CTRL for turbo mode, Space Bar skips lengthy attack animations, TAB is
fast travel.

Large cast of playable characters gives you lots of variation in what party you will be using. can switch people in and
out during battle.

Cons

Production value is not even close to AAA, it does enough but cutscenes can be more than a little jank at times.
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Not fully voice acted. such a shame because the english voice cast do an excellent job.

You will need a guide to avoid endless hours of talking to every npc every 5 mins if you don't want to miss out on a lot
of content.

Rearranging quartz is a nightmare that only gets exponentially worse as the game goes on.

They use the "dead parents\/family member - tragic backstory" trope at least 8 times throughout this game. very lazy
writing in comparison to how good everything else is.

The worse one of all though is the absolute pain and horror of watching Rean completely fail to date Laura despite her
obvious interest and how well they suit each other.. Rude, crude, and totally entertaining. Challenging puzzles with a
hilarious story line. A must have for any one who liked Puzzle Agent.. I played this game for like 40 hours, its amazing
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